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Abstract

This paper presents methods and findings of a
systems interaction study of Indian Point 3.
The study was carried out in support of the
resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-17 en
Systems Interactions. Fault tree methods were
employed. Among the study's findings is a sin-
gle active failure in the low pressure injection
function; this discovery led to a plant modifi-
cation.

THE PURPOSE of this paper is to report methods
and findings of a systems interaction study1

conducted at Brookhaven National Laboratory in
support of the resolution in Unresolved Safety
Issue (USD A-17. In addition to providing sup-
port to the staff in resolving USI A-17 , the
project discovered3 -r> important new class of
failure modes which led the utility to implement
a hardware modification.* Below, the scope of |
the project Is Indicated, key features of the !
method are highlighted, principal findings are j
discussed, and comments are offered on the use- l

fulness of this type of study.

SCOPE

Several years ago, NRC solicited recommen-
dations on how best to study systems interac-
tions. Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
recommended a staged application of fault trees
and interacting failure modes and effects analy-
ses (FT/IFKEA). Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) recommended an alternative
("digraph") method of generating cut sets.6

Subsequently, each laboratory was contracted by
NRC to apply its recommended method to a

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Views express,'1 are not necessarily those of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. :

specified problem, for purposes of comparing the
two approaches. To simplify NRC's methodology
comparison, BNL and LLNL were directed to cover
essentially the same ground, i.e., analyze a
prescribed set of accident sequences. In
addition, to preclude duplication of ongoing1

efforts to resolve other .safety issues, certain!
topics were declared out of scope, notably
"Human Factors" and control systems.

In this study, a systems interaction corre-
sponds to a reduction of the ostensible redun-
dancy of the system(s) performing a safety func-
tion. This includes, but is not limited to,,
violations of the single failure criterion.|
Three types of systems interaction have been!
addressed in this study: functional, spatial,j
and induced-human. Functional interactions arei
cases in which a functional failure leads,!
through hardware dependences, to effective I
reduction in redundancy; an example Is hardware!
shared between trains. Spatial interactions
propagate from one component to another spatial-
ly, rather than functionally; an example is a
pipe rupture near an instrument rack, causing it
to fai "Induced-human" refers to cases in
which an operator who is correctly followingj
procedures is induced by an instrument failure;
to take actions which are counterproductive cr
nonproductive to safety.

METHOD

The method employs technique which are
tandard tools of FRA, namely, fault trees and

event trees. However, emphasis is placed on
obtaining results from the model before details
of individual components are developed and after
support system faults are reflected in the
model. A given frontline system is iuor>led to a
level of detail corresponding to segments, or
supercomponents consisting of elements in
series; local faults whose sole effect is to
fail a given supercomponent are coalesced into a
single event amounting to "local fault of the
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supercoaponent," while all support faults are
treated explicitly. The resulting fault tree is
not detailed In its treatment of local faults,:
but Is logically complete in the sense that all
possible system failures are implicit In some
combination of the coalesced event groups which
are the building blocks of the model. Leading
cut sets of the resulting fault trees can easilyj
be obtained; as a result of the disciplined!
approach outlined above, the computational prob-
lem Is far less severe than It Is when detailed1

lists of Individual failure modes are explicitly
incorporated into the logic. The cut sets of
the resulting fault trees explicitly display
combinations of support system faults and front-
line system faults in a format which lends
itself to review and understanding. It is
emphasized that low-probability events are not
omitted from the model; all credible events are
Implicitly modeled, but are subsumed into one or
another of the supercomponent local fault
events.

Emphasis has also been given to proper con-
ditioning of the failure events on the character
of the initiating event. A fault tree for tran-
sient initiators was developed, based on FMEA of
support system faults. Certain conditions were
explicitly displayed on the fault trees: pres-1
ence of an SI signal, whether or not the LOCA
was "small," bus undervoltage signal, etc. NOT
logic was used to distinguish failure modes
appropriate to different conditions.

Studies of spatial interactions and
Induced-human Interactions are based on the
functional model. Cut sets of the functional
model can be examined to see whether spatial or
induced-human coupling can "shorten" them by
causing two or more events to become effectively
a single event. Information regarding locations
of components can be incorporated directly into
the model, as can Information from reactor
operator task analyses which would show what
Instrument conditions might cause an operator to
propagate a fault.

As outlined above, the model was con-
structed to yield the minimum number of cut snts
which would still properly reflect the logic of
the system and span the appropriate range of
failure modes. These cut sets were then culled
by the following criteria. In the BHL study, to|
qualify as a "finding," a cut set was required: -

a) to have been previously undiscovered, i.e.,
not part of IPPSS; j

b) to exceed 10"8 events/yr in frequencys quan-|
tifled with IPFSS data;

c) to correspond to a systems interaction;
d) to represent either a functional, spatial,

or Induced-human coupling.

It was found that most cut sets emerging from
the nodel were either already well known, were
extremely unlikely, or represented a severe

conservatism. These were relegated to an appen-
dix in the report1, while the remaining handful
were discussed further. Here, an example will
be given to illustrate the culling process. In
the following subsection, "findings" and candi-
dates for further analysis will be presented.

Cut set number 12 in the results for the
RCP * U core damage sequence (RCP seal LOCA *
failure of high pressure Injection) is "TR-LOOP
* SWN17-A." TR-LOOP Is loss of offsite power,
and represents the initiating event in this
case, and SWN17-A is insufficient flow through
nuclear service water segment number 17. This
segment supplies nuclear service water to all
three diesels, and, as one would expect, appears
in a relatively large number of cut sets in a
number of sequences. This particular cut set
emerges from the mode.1, for this sequence because i
the support systems required to cool the RCP'
seals lose power, and the HP I system needed to :
mitigate the postulated resulting seal LOCA also
loses power. This, is correct as far as it goes,
but it does not go far enough. Before consider-
ing time available for recovery, consider the
event SWN17-A. This segment can itself cause
insufficient flow by rupturing, by being
plugged, or by having a manual valve plugged or
closed. In short, either a passive failure or a
human error is necessary to cause this event.
"Induced-human" causes for this were sought and
not found, there being no indication which could
induce an operator acting by procedures to
deprive the diesels of cooling. Human error is
arguably possible (always) but both labs were
directed by NRC to confine modeling the human to
the induced-human area; although some aspects of
plant design forced the study to acknowledge the
role of the operators, BNL did not quantify
classical procedural errors as part of the
study. Even if a screening probability is
assigned to this error, it must then be consid-
ered that:

a) offsite power must be lost for a very long,
time unless extremely high leak rates are
postulated;

b) the diesels must be Irretrievably damaged in
the first place, in spite of no other fail-
ures having occurred to distract the opera-i
tors' attention from the status of the
dieselo;

c) power can be made available from the gas
turbines.

To summarize, then, this cut set and a
number of similar ones were considered by BNL In
the culling process, and included in an appen-
dix. The comments by LLNL9 and others that BNL
did not "find" this interaction should be modi-
fled to indicate that while BNL explicitly lists
this cut set among the results of Its model,
only LLHL has chosen to assign a high frequency
of core damage to this sequence.



Table 1 - Examples of How Each Top Event Can Be Caused from Within the Indicated Zones

Top Event Zone
Example of ComponenC Combination Residing
in Zone, and Capable of Causing Top Event.

D (LPI failure)

U2 (HPI given
small LOCA)

(HPI given
medium LOCA)

L (AFWS Failure)

T*L

S2(P)

S2(P)*U2

S2(P)*L

F3
F4A
F7A
F9A
F11A
F12A
F14
FI5
F13
F17

F9

Fll
F1A
F15
F17A

All zones
applicable
to U2.

F60A

Fll
F14
F15
F23

Fll

F14

F15

Fll

F14

F15

F17A

F H

F15
F17A

Fll

F14
F15

RHR pump 31 and cabliiig for RHR pump 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Cabling for RHR pumps 31 and 32.
Battery 32.
MCC 36A & HCC36B (power for LPI valves).

HPI pumps 31, 32, 33.

Cabling for HPI pumps 31, 32, 33.

Cabling for HPI pumps 31 and 33.

Cabling for AFWS pumps 31, 32, 33.
Cabling for AFWS pumps 31, 32, 33.
Cabling for AFWS pumps 31, 32, 33.
Location of AFWS pumps 31, 32, 33.

Cable spreading room: cabling for
SW & CCW pumps and AFW pump.
Switchgear room: transient (e.g.. Loss of
CCW or SW) and cabling of AFW pumps.

Control room (transient and loss of pump
control)

Cable spreading room: cables for CCW pumps
and charging pumps.
Switchgear room: cables for CCW pumps and
charging pumps.
Control room (control of CCW pumps and
charging pumps).
CCW heal: exchangers and cabling for charging
pumps•

See table above for zones yielding S2(P)
and zones yielding U2

See table above for znnes yielding S2(P)
and zones yielding L.)



FINDINGS

SPATIAL INTERACTIONS - Table I illustrates
candidate spatial interactions. Each table
entry notes a critical combination of components
located within a fire zone7; these combinations
are therefore candidates for physical analysis
to see whether any credible event could degrade
all components in the combination. Physical
analysis of this sort is beyond the scope of the
project. -

FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS - It was found that!
loss of dc at power panel 32 has pervasive
effects in several accident sequences. Most
notably, loss of battery 32 prevents automatic
actuation of low pressure injection (LPI) fol-
lowing a large or medium LOCA. The situation is
illustrated in Figure 1. The tt.ro. LPI pumps,
(denoted RHR 31 and 32 in the figure) derive j
power from 480-V ac buses 3A and 6A. In the!
event of a LOCA, the safeguards actuation signal!
causes MCC37 to be shed from bus 6A, leaving dc
power panel 32 dependent on the battery. If the
battery is unavailable, there is no control dc
to operate the breaker of RHR pump 32. Dc power I
panel 32 also controls fast transfer of 6.9-kvl
bus 3; without battery 32, then, 480-V bus 3A |
loses offsite power and RHR Pump 31 loses poweri
as a result. Before the recent plant
modification, no automatic action restored power
to 480-V Bus 3A because tie breaker 2AT3A was
configured to close only on closure of the DG31
breaker, which does not occur in the present
scenario because 480-V bus 2A never loses
voltage. Therefore, given unavailability of
battery 32, a safeguards signal leaves RHR 32
without control dc and leaves RHR 31 without ac
power. The recent modification changes the
logic of breaker 2AT3A so that in this scenario
it will automatically close, powering 3A from 2A
and allowing RHR 31 to function.

CONCLUSIONS

After developing a plant model and
obtaining its preliminary cut sets, BNL applied
stringent criteria to these cut sets to assess
their significance. A? would be expected for a
plant which had undergone a major PRA, a
licensing process, and several years of
operation, the probabilistic weight of the cut
sets surviving these criteria for the handful of
sequences analyzed is not great (somewhat less
than 10"5 per year). On the other hand, a study!
of this type will not normally be carried out I
for plants which have already undergone;
full-rcope PRAs. It is much more natural to.
perform a study of this type as part of a PRA.
Therefore, the highly constrained set of
"findiiigs" emerging from BNL's rather stringent
criteria Is too pessimistic a yardstick for
assessing the probable benefits of a study of a
plant lacking a PRA.

Even following the PRA, this study found an
important new class of system failure modes
which led the utility to implement an immediate
hardware modification. This finding resulted
from a systematic development of support system
failure modes which was logically complete, but
sufficiently disciplined in its level of detail
that an explicit determination of leading
fully linked cut sets was feasible. It is
noteworthy that the finding emerged from a
systematic computerized application of logic
techniques, and was not anticipated by any of
the analysts.

The conclusion is that a PRA which explicit-
ly develops all support system faults and gener-
ates fully-linked cut sets is an important con-
tribution to understanding a plant and helping
to assure that there are no previously unsus-
pected Interactions.

DG3I RHR

—Denotes fast transfer upon
turbine U"D

» Denotes 8us/8reater control cower
denned from OC PP 32

ONormally open circuit breaker
•Normally closed circuit Breaker

RHR ' DG32

MCC 37 i 1

Boltery 31

Botiery , q \ ^Z
Oianjer "«&' - f -

DC Power — L L_ i
Panel 32 • • •

Loads Of Intwest;
6 9 M Bus 6
6.9 «v fius 3
430 V 3,-5 6J

Figure 1 Indian Point 3 Electrical
Power System Normal
Configuration.
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